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Book Notices
The Way West: Art of Frontier America. By Peter Hassrick.
(New York: Harry N. Abrams Inc., 1977. 240 pp., illus.,
notes, index, $30.00.)
The author, director of the Buffalo Bill Historical Center in
Cody, Wyoming, provides an elaborate biographical study of
the painters and sculptors of the American West. The illustra-
tions (103 color plates and 130 black and white plates) are of the
highest quality and the entire book provides a brilliant panora-
mic survey of the influence of the frontier on America's artistic
heritage.
Happy Country This America: The Travel Diary of Henry
Arthur Bright. Edited with biographical essay by Anne H.
Ehrenpreis. (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1978.
486 pp., illus., index, $19.50.)
A fascinating travelog of an English aristocrat from Liver-
pool who later became the closest English friend of Nathaniel
Hawthorne. Detailed descriptions of his five-month tour of
North America whick took him to New York City, Washing-
ton, D.C, Cincinnati, Chicago, St. Louis, and a host of other
towns, are presented in this informative diary.
The Early Temples of the Mormons: The Architecture of the
Millenial Kingdom in the American West. By Laurel B.
Andrew. (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1978.
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X, 218 pp., illus., notes, bibliography, index, $15.00.)
The author is concerned with the architectural origins of four
temples in Utah of the nineteenth century. Her thesis is to estab-
lish an American provenance for these early temples through
stylistic analysis.
The Arts and Architecture of German Settlements in Missouri:
A Survey of a Vanishing Culture. By Charles van Raven-
swaay. (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1977. 535
pp., illus., map, notes, bibliography, index, $45.00.)
In seeking to discover how the origins and experiences of in-
dividual Missouri-German craftsmen influenced their work,
the author delights in describing individual houses, baskets,
chairs, etc. Yet he never loses sight of the people themselves.
More than 600 illustrations enhance the book. This work
should interest those working with ethnic topics who may not
have the expertise to interpret the kinds of historical evidence
dealt with in this book.
Appalachia On Our Mind: The Southern Mountains and
Mountaineers in the A^nerican Consciousness. 1870-1920. By
Henry D. Shapiro. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1978. xxi, 265 pp., notes, bibliography, index, $16.00.)
A skillful examination of the "invention" of the idea of Appa-
lachia and its impact on American thought during the early
twentieth century. It is the history of an idea rather than a his-
tory of Appalachia itself. An excellent 50-page bibliography en-
hances the work.
Steamboats on the Colorado River 1852-1916. By Richard E.
Lingenfelter. (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1978.
XV, 159 pp., illus., maps, notes, appendices, bibliography,
index, $17.50, $9.50 paper.)
Steamboats played a significant role in the history of Iowa
and the Midwest. But few people realize their importance in the
West. Other books have dealt with steamboats in other sections
of the West, but this is the first to be concerned with the boats
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